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ICE Futures Singapore to update its bitcoin futures contract.  Learn more





ICE Futures Singapore



Our global infrastructure is engineered to provide markets and clearing houses in the time zones and regulatory jurisdictions where our customers do business.
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 As part of that infrastructure, ICE Futures Singapore offers secure, regulated futures trading and clearing services to market participants within this key region.



Tailored for the Asian market, ICE Futures Singapore's portfolio of energy, FX, equity derivatives and digital assets contracts offer a range of hedging tools that enables you to effectively mitigate risk and drive growth within your company.

ICE Futures Singapore Brochure (English)   
ICE新加坡期货交易所手册(中文)
Key Information Documents
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Capturing Asian and U.S. tech giants


ICE Asia Tech 30 and NYSE® FANG+™ Indices
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Products


Digital Assets


The CoinDesk Bitcoin Futures contract offers market participants a cost-efficient tool to hedge or gain exposure to bitcoin without the need for physical delivery or reliance on the unregulated bitcoin spot market.

Energy


The ICE Futures Singapore Mini Brent Crude Futures, Mini WTI Crude Futures and Mini Low Sulphur Gasoil Futures contracts offer market participants effective tools for hedging price risk. These contracts are cash settled.


micro Asia Tech 30 index Futures


Providing exposure to a basket of tech stocks across multiple markets and currencies, the Micro Asia Tech 30 Index futures are designed to help enable granular trading in the underlying growth stocks in a simple, capital efficient manner.

micro MSCI Index Futures


ICE Futures Singapore’s micro MSCI Index futures allow for precise trading of some of the leading equity benchmarks in the world: the MSCI USA and MSCI Europe indices.


FX


The ICE Futures Singapore Asian cross-currency futures contracts, including the ICE Futures Singapore Mini U.S Dollar Index® offer market participants effective hedging tools against foreign exchange risk.





Clearing House


ICE Clear Singapore


ICE Clear Singapore provides secure, capital-efficient counterparty clearing services for Asian financial and commodity markets and operates as an approved clearing house under the supervision of the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
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Transforming global markets: The Brent story

ICE is home to the Brent futures contract, which marks its 30th anniversary this year. We transformed global oil markets with electronic trading, and have since expanded our oil complex to more than 500 related contracts, as we work with customers to shape tomorrow's oil markets.




Read now





Mini U.S. Dollar Index®

Get USD trends and insights from our Mini U.S. Dollar Index monthly newsletter.
The Research Team at Traddictiv shares their views in this report.
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Asia volume report

A monthly update on top performing futures & options contracts traded at ICE.




Read now






Monthly markets report

We work with the research team at Traddictiv® to provide analysis on the latest trends and developments in the bitcoin, FX, equity and energy markets.




LEARN MORE
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